
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Major events must reach beyond their core support
•• Time for a shift in sports tourism focus

Major international sporting events were followed by 55% of online adults
during 2019, with broadcast coverage continuing to dominate their experience
of them.

Free-to-air television exposure enables these events to reach mass media
audiences but they need also to diversify their demographics to expand
interest within younger age groups and amongst women.

Improving the engagement of these groups would also benefit sponsors, as
positive views of major events’ commercial partnerships are most common
within them.
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“Strong public interest in
major sporting events will take
on a wider significance in the
coming decade as the UK
seeks to use its status as a top
tier sports host to promote
post-Brexit Britain on the
global stage.”
– David Walmsley, Senior
Leisure Analyst
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• Major events draw more than the core sports crowd
• Catch-up culture edits out negative time zone effects

• Golden decade of hosting has platinum postscript planned
Figure 8: Attendances at major sporting events staged in the
UK, 2014-19

• Two divisions in out-of-home viewing league
Figure 9: Experience of watching live sport on TV outside the
home, August 2017-July 2019

• More major events UK-bound

• A nation of sports fans
Figure 10: Agreement with the statement ‘I only watch live
sports when big events are on’, by age, July 2018

• Free TV makes major events the medium’s biggest draw
Figure 11: Four-screen* live broadcast audiences for selected
major sporting events, 2016-19

• Changing media habits reducing time zone impact
Figure 12: Major global sporting event hosts, 2020-28

• Esports shaping the events of the future
• Technology promotes pub viewing
• FIFA World Cup sets new streaming standards
• Olympics pitch for younger crowd

• Embracing esports to reach new audiences
• Discovery apps highlight value of online promotion for pubs
• Technology offers fast track to improved experiences
• Augmented reality adds to understanding
• Boot on the other sex’s foot

• FIFA World Cup
Figure 13: FIFA World Cup, 2006-26

• Olympic Games
Figure 14: Summer Olympic Games, 2008-28
Figure 15: Winter Olympic Games, 2006-26

• UEFA European Championship
Figure 16: UEFA European Championship, 2004-24

• Rugby World Cup
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Figure 17: Rugby World Cup, 2003-23
• Cricket World Cup

Figure 18: Cricket World Cup, 2003-23

• Major event audiences looking male and stale
• Television tops the podium
• More younger and female fans would benefit brands
• Sporting events valued as social occasions
• Two thirds of fans ready for away games

• Headline rates help dodge diversity question
Figure 19: Interest in major sporting events, October 2019

• Younger age groups have narrower interests
Figure 20: Repertoire of major sporting events followed,
October 2019

• No rival to television
Figure 21: Experience of major sporting events, October 2019
Figure 22: Experience of major sporting events, by events
followed, October 2019

• Younger fans are more brand-friendly
Figure 23: Attitudes towards major sporting event sponsors,
October 2019

• Casual fans adding little in value
Figure 24: Agreement with the statement “I am more likely to
buy/use a brand that sponsors a major event than one that
doesn’t”, by experience of major sporting events, October
2019

• Key role for women in sustaining social viewing
Figure 25: Major sporting event-watching behaviours,
October 2019

• Unfamiliar hours hampering pub trade
Figure 26: Visiting a bar or pub to watch a major sporting
event live on TV, by event watched, October 2019

• Two thirds of major event fans keen to travel

THE CONSUMER – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

INTEREST IN MAJOR SPORTING EVENTS

EXPERIENCING MAJOR EVENTS

MAJOR EVENT SPONSORSHIP

FAN BEHAVIOURS

SPORTS TOURISM
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Figure 27: Interest in attending major sports events as part of
a holiday or short break, October 2019

• Biggest names win home and away
Figure 28: Most-popular major sporting events to attend as
part of a holiday or short break in the UK, October 2019
Figure 29: Most-popular major sporting events to attend as
part of a holiday or short break abroad, October 2019

• Data sources
• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATION AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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